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About This Content

On the beautiful island of Tropico, it never rains; El Presidente insists on it. So when the clouds roll in and the rain starts to fall
you know something is on the way. Rumours are that a group of citizens have united to form a mysterious cult and have placed a

curse over Tropico. A new supernatural authority is looking to seize power and you, as El Presidente, need some divine
assistance to lift the curse. Enter, the Inquisition.

Bring the special services provided by the Inquisition to Tropico and keep them in good favour by building them a new HQ
from which to bring down the cultists and their supernatural wrongdoings. But don’t let them have too much power. Make sure
you remind them that only you, El Presidente, is the one true ruler of Tropico. Only through your careful management can you

guarantee that Tropico returns to the island paradise it was before.

New standalone scenario: “Tropican Redemption“ – Banish the cultists from your island and lift Tropico from its curse

New building: Inquisition – Spy on factions and unmask the roles of each faction member

New dynasty avatar accessory: Inquisitor’s hat

New sandbox map: Isla del Rey

New music track and additional voice recordings
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Title: Tropico 5 - Inquisition
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 400 or higher, AMD Radeon HD 4000 or higher, Intel HD 4000 or higher (DirectX 11 hardware support
required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Very buggy at the moment!!!!!! They still have ALOT of work to do on the multiplayer. Thankfully they are working hard. <3 I
say in about another month or so(From when I post this Review) buy this. Hopefully it'll be more developed and smexy. :3 I <3
this game, and hopefully multiplayer gets fixed up!

Edit*****
 The singleplayer of this DLC(The Samurai and the 5th place) works just fine. :3 In-fact I love the samurai, if you're looking on
expanding this game 1 more place and 1 more player(Who's awesome) Buy this!

Edit 3\/17\/2015
 Multiplayer now works with saving. Alot of bugs hammered out! Log-In system is better now too! Everything is basically fixed
in the DLC.. Bear with me. Rather than a nice long coherent review, I like to just jot down my thoughts on the game.
I gave this a thumbs up, but it was very near a thumbs down. I opted for thumbs up, because I didn't feel like it was a waste of
time/money. I don't regret playing it.

Overall, it feels like a tech demo. The game only last for about 90 minutes (less if you don't die/get stuck)

The game is creepy, but very interesting to explore, and the mirrors were a cool way to allow us to move through the world
without immersion breaking teleport-based locomotion.

The puzzles themselves weren't so much puzzles, as they were tedius activities. There wasn't really any point that I had an
"AHA" moment, or felt clever.

There was no real story at hand. The game instead takes a more exploratory approach. There's nothing wrong with doing it that
way, but I wish there was more details exploring the background behind all these devices. For instance, how they came to be in
posession of your grandfather, how they work, etc. I understand it's supposed to be mysterious, but they don't really explain or
explore ANY of it.

Overall, I would recommend this game, but only on sale. I understand that early VR games need to have a higher pricepoint in
order to sustain the developers, but I still don't really think there was enough to this game to warrant >$20. Definitely
recommend this game. Bought it because I used to play it on my friend's phone, and it's still as great as it was back then. The
music is great and the gameplay is fun. 10/10. It's like Nuclear Throne with controller support, if Nuclear Throne was a
steaming pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. game log u out of ur pc then u need log back in lol really dev.
Mention the original Painkiller to any devotee and watch as their eyes light up, their bodies start to animate wildly and a
wellspring of jovial passion cascades over their speech of loving admiration. After this moving testimony, ask for their thoughts
on Painkiller: Resurrection and recoil in horror as all emotion abandons them and the blood drains from their face, leaving
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behind a vacant and pale visage while they recount sickening tales of a game permeated with bugs, crashes, dull levels that
confusingly branch out and twist on for miles; giving the illusion of freedom, when really every path except one leads to dead
ends, more bugs, crashes, pointless excursions with no reward. Ceaseless enemy hordes that offer no challenge, consume
exorbitant amounts of time and spawn inside of the walls, the floors, the ceilings, and every other nook and cranny, so long as it
isn't in the playable space. Scouring for ammo constantly, in order to defeat bosses possessing a ridiculous number of health
points, who never hit you once because the developers forgot to program in some decent AI. As more and more energy is
expended detailing the atrocities of Painkiller: Resurrection, you can feel your soul gradually leaving your body and you have to
end the tirade. It's the sinister feeling all Painkiller fans know too well.

The second this bloated corpse was resurrected, it should have been buried deep in the earth, never mentioned of again.

2/10
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Despite what many have said and the low Meta Score.
This game is generaly really fun, also if your a fan of
Twisted Metal, Mario Cart, or any Drive Shooter, then
you will love this. Buy it for 4 friends and have a blast!. 7\/10. An interesting story with interesting characters and interesting
themes is hindered by a weak protagonist and seriously stunted by an incomplete ending.

Presentation: Character art is good in my opinion. Backgrounds aren't particularly interesting. In "the real world," the
backgrounds are simply fuzzy real-world pictures, while in Oriibugai they're proper drawn art. It's a nice contrast. I like the
soundtrack; it's mostly piano which I'm a fan of. There are a few audio issues, though: I had to turn the BGM way down to hear
the characters, and sometimes a character will have a couple lines that are far quieter than normal, or they're missing
completely.

Mechanics: The VN shakes things up ever-so-slightly here. There's a universal "common route," then there's a section where you
can pick between one of the three heroines to see an "episode" or vignette surrounding them. After enough of these, you'll wind
up on her route. In addition to this there are two distinct dialog choice moments, but neither matters very much in comparison.
It's mostly picking a heroine to focus on, and then just reading the scene.

Story: The store page isn't very clear here, so here's the premise: Haruki lives a bleary life, taking care of his ailing grandmother,
visiting his hospital-bound sister, and doing all of the housekeeping while his parents are away at work. A series of events
involving a childhood friend finds them both on a mysterious train that takes them to Oriibugai, an otherworldly town where the
main street runs for kilometers. With no way back home, the two of them settle into life there, and Haruki finds himself
spending more and more time with three heroines, with the chance to develop a deeper relationship with one of them.

The main characters are Haru, his sister Anzu, the three heroines (Ai, Yurika, and Riko), another guy named Ren, and a
Japanese god (who's also a young girl near Haru's age) named Sayuka who inhabits a shrine. All of them are pretty unique. Anzu
is frail but always happy to see her younger brother. Ai is particularly interesting, in that she seems like she's on the spectrum:
she's almost always expressionless, speaks largely emotionlessly and during an early scene when someone tells her to "smile
more," Haru thinks something like "It's not like she won't, more like she can't." Yurika is the proprieter of Kochouran (a coffee
shop Haru finds himself working for), upbeat yet business-conscious. Riko is a young girl, hyper and loud, and honestly a little
obnoxious at times (as a child can be). Ren is mechanically inclined and fiercely devoted to Kochouran: he skirts the edge of
"tsundere" occasionally, but is honestly a bit too harsh for that. And Sayuka is quirky and carefree, cooking up schemes to get
people to pay for charms or prayers while also being a largely benevolent influence. They bounce off of each other well.
Sayuka's pretty close to the star of the show in my eyes; her voice itself is a little goofy-sounding, she'll randomly drop into
English for an idiom or two, and whenever she appears a characteristic (and characteristically quirky sounding) track begins to
play.

The origins of this "otherworldly town" are not immediately clear. There are a few other differences in terms of realities (like
the idea that time doesn't flow here), and there's a little bit of discussion on the logistics of these differences, but it takes a
backseat to the main experience of the VN. The heroine episodes tend to follow a gentle progression (stronger for the later
ones), but a number of them are self-contained slice-of-life moments that deal as much with the coffee shop and associated
hijinks as the individual heroine (one of them sees Riko building a bug collection, with the bugs escaping and terrorizing a
certain other member of the group who hates bugs).

Where there is a progression in the episodes, it's largely tailored to a heroine. Riko's scenes for example deal with her being
overly childish, with the rest of the group trying to settle her down. Ai's tend to be related to her attraction for Haru and getting
him to see that (you know, the childhood friend trope). Yurika's largely self-actualized already so her scenes don't necessarily
involve growth on her part (and it's a strength of the VN that she's still interesting despite this).

The individual heroine routes are where things get interesting. I'll avoid spoilers, but the "otherworldly nature" of the town
becomes a main focus again as stakes start to increase. If I were to rank them I'd say Riko<Ai<Yurika. Setting aside the squick
factor, Riko's route does okay leading up to the ending, but the ending feels like a bit of a cop-out, quite frankly. Ai's route
reveals more details about the town, but otherwise is fairly standard. Yurika's is arguably the "true route" and unquestionably the
most interesting: the stakes eclipse those in the other routes completely, and a character who previously seemed genuinely good
or well-meaning reveals a more troublesome nature. It has a problem however, one that's made all the more egregious by it's
status as the "true route": it's incomplete. It ends with a great twist, but then the story ends with "To be continued in [name of
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the sequel]." The story ends with that character halfway through their arc, and with the nature of the town not completely
elucidated. It wouldn't be so bad if the sequel were available, but it's not on Steam, and I don't see anything online about it being
translated. This VN came out in 2017, so there's been plenty of time for the sequel to be picked up.

There's one big criticism I've left out. Haru is the densest idiot in the world. The childhood friend is the most obvious example:
before the VN she deliberately failed a test for a prestigious university to enroll in the same one as him, but he has no clue why.
During the VN there are plenty of scenes where she does something to get closer to him (like insist that she can't go down the
stairs while wearing boots, so she needs to hold his hands) but he totally misses the meaning. At one point, Yurika says, "There's
a limit to being dense. It has to be a crime for someone to be this dense. You deserve to be punished for this." The lampshading
is humorous, but when it's played straight it gets old. One scene (direct quotes):

Heroine: "I like you, Haruki! I love you!! I love you!"

.....

...

Haruki (thinking): Like? Who? Who's she talking about?
Yeah, it's bad.

I've avoided talking about the themes of the VN, because they aren't immediately obvious and I don't want to spoil them.
However, the story does a good job introducing them, mostly at the beginning during the common route then near the
end with the heroine routes. Yurika's route in particular brings one most strongly into focus, though again it's hindered
by being arguably incomplete.

Was this a good read? Definitely yes. But I hesitate to recommend it with no strings attached. The fact that a sequel is
really required to finish the story means you might be better off waiting. On the other hand, lackluster sales here might
prevent a sequel from ever appearing...at the very least, know that two out of three routes may not be as good as the final
one is (or could be were it finished) but are complete and enjoyable experiences.. Manos is a fun little game that
incorporates some of the most classic games memes and memorable parts.
The platformer part is decend, most enemies die after one shot from revolver, bosses are fair game. Graphics are pixel
art, you can switch off the grain effect.

Someting more about gameplay:
- the flow is decent, you have unlimited continues from the main menu if you lose all lives albeit you will lose all points
(who cares anyway)
- there is one additional weapon - the shotgun, which is quite powerful one hit killing enemies but you lose it after being
hit just one
- the locations are very nicely done with very little unfairly positioned enemies (maybe once or twice I've encountered
such a♥♥♥♥♥♥move that you can die seconds after respawning if you would not react very quickly)
- music is quite nice, but this is not the main point of the game

The big plus of this one are many references to movies - you can find a Giant Claw, this ape with a radio/diving helmet
thing on it's head, one level that is inspired by Plan 9 from Outer Space and so on.

Overall I would recommend this game. You will get a decent treat for not that much money.

Additional comments - there is a different ending when you collect all so called Hands of Fate items. After completing
game once you unlock Torgo as a playable character, but it may be a bit hard to play as he's sliding a bit when you stop
moving, so I can imagine that you must be constantly moving in order to avoid falling into pits.. So Bad It's Good.

Soundtrack is alright.
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Drinking Vodka while playing might improve experience, but is not a requirement.. Who would've thought Seizures
were contagious.....

11/10. It is a low quality VR environment that you cannot intereact with. There really is nothing to do but read a handful
of pretentious signs that seem to relfect the superstition of the developpers. Good for a 90 demonstration of VR to the
masses but certainly not a good use of modern VR technology.
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